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ABSTRACT

Investigation of the depositional environment of fan-deltas might involve some quantitative measurements. This program written in Fortran-77 may provide an initial step. This particular volume calculation method is based on cone shaped bodies or derivative shapes. Fans have (in their underwater formation) in plan similar shapes: although in section they are more «flat cone» shaped. This fact however has only a minor influence on the total result.
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RESUMEN

La investigación del ambiente sedimentario de los fan deltas debe incorporar medidas cuantitativas. Este programa escrito en Fortran-77 puede proporcionar el primer paso. Este método de cálculo de volúmenes se basa en los cuerpos de forma de cono o derivadas de ellas. Los abanicos tienen (en las zonas...
subacuáticas) formas similares en planta, aunque en sección son más en
dorma de cono aplastado. Sin embargo, este hecho tiene poca influencia en el
resultado final.

**Palabras clave:** método de cálculo, volumen, masas transportadas,
programa de ordenador, Fortran-77.

INTRODUCTION

This method was originally used for sand balance calculations at the
costal dunes of the North Sea. In investigating the relative very short
formation time of the barriers and dunes it is an absolute necessity to calculate
their volume (Pool & van der Valk, 1988, Postma & Kroon, 1986).

It is a continuous process governed by peripheral and climatic conditions
(Jelgersma et al., 1970; Zagwijn, 1984; Short, 1987). The volume calculation
method is based on the principle that the masses have cone shaped bodies or
derivative forms from these cones. This is why volume calculation using the
«grid method» is not favourable due to the many corrections to be made
afterwards. Fans have (in their underwater formation) in plan similar shapes:
although in section they are more «flat cone» shaped. It might be a good idea
to incorporate quantitative measurements in the investigation of the depositional
environment of fan-deltas. If so, this program written in Fortran-77 might
provide the initial step. The author is aware of the fact that going from dune
forms to submarine delta forms may involve some corrections in the original
program, however it will not change the overall program setup.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

This Area-depth program sums all areas per contourheight and transforms
it to one circular area. Next to this operation the volume between two
successive concentric contourheights is calculated using the truncated cone
formula. One can imagine that it needs error calculation to get an idea about
the confidence level of the obtained results. This error calculation may be
approximated with the aid of figures 1 to 6. Figure 1 shows the volume
formula of a rotated body. Due to the difficulty of obtaining a correct
definition of the function \( x = f(z) \) it will be too time consuming to use this
method. The truncated cone is depicted in figure 2. Differences between both
bodies are schematically shown in figure 3. When we suppose that the
digitizing of the contours is correct performed, the deviations of the volume
calculations result from two items:

1. The summing of all areas with the same contour height to one circular
area.
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Fig. 1—Volume of rotated body.
Fig. 1—Volumen de un sólido de rotación.

![Diagram of a volume of a rotated body with the equation: \[ V = \pi \int_a^b [f(z)]^2 \, dz \]

2: The intermediate area; i.e. the area between the contours.

Figure 4 shows how the summing up of all areas with the same contourheight is done. It is important that during digitizing, contour heights of s.c. holes in an contour area are preceded by a «» sign. They will automatically be subtracted from the total area. Figure 5 shows a schematic way of visualising the conversion from contours to their equivalent circular section. One can imagine that for each type of underwater deposit a maximum inclination is possible. This maximum inclination angle can serve as an interpolation contour from which the ultimate error calculation can be performed (see figure 6). If digitizing is performed on
Fig. 3—Composite of figure 1 and 2.
Fig. 3—Figura compuesta de 1 y 2.

Fig. 4—Schematic section through a body for volume calculation.
Fig. 4—Sección esquemática de un cuerpo para calcular el volumen.

Fig. 5—Schematized truncated cones representing the section of figure 4.
Fig. 5—Conos truncados esquematizados que representan la sección de la figura 4.
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\[ f(R_A) = f(R_B) \]

Fig. 6—Correcting with interpolations as used for error calculation.

Fig. 6.—Corrección con interpolaciones como se usa para el cálculo de errores.

an accurate basis and the available contour interval is in a good relation with the area under consideration the error with the areadepth method can be estimated to be in the order of 4-10% of the calculated volume.

Due to the fact that the program «areadepth» expects the digitised data in the format as shown below, a conversion program called «Polygon-format change» is added to this article to make input somewhat easier. The program Areadepth expects the following format:

Every dot represents a position!

Filename: ................
Compartment: ............
Project number: ...........
Highest point: .............
First Contourheight: (Z-value) ..........
Digitised X- and Y-values: ......xxxx.x....yyyy.y
Polygon to be closed by: ..........-1    -1
Second Contourheight: (may be the same)

An example is shown hereunder.

25AN1.DAT
497.5-500/099-104
BP10705
23.0 (=Highest point)
20.00000 (=First contour Z-value)
Most digitizing programs (ASCI-format) give other data formats, usually in the form of: X-value...Y-value...Z-value
This is why the following conversion program has to be ran first, the output can then be used for the «Areadepth-program».

PROGRAM POLYGON-FORMAT CHANGE! -December 1990

character*40 line,EINDE*2,OUTFILE,INFILE
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100 WRITE(10,'(6X,A1,8X,A1)')zero,zero
   close (unit=20)
   close (unit=10)
   stop
   end

INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS

Not being a fandelta specialist myself, I hope that this more quantitative (mathematical) approach can be of any help to a better understanding of fandelta formation. As fandeltas can be subdivided into some types, each with different forms and controlled by different processes the question arises if the volume program can be used for all types of fan deltas. The answer can be affirmative (the program uses [converted] rounded polygons) when the contours keep more or less the same shape (not the same size) from top to bottom. A horizontal translation, going downwards along the fan delta is not important, as the calculation of the total volume is performed by the adding of each volume between two contours. Also for flatted cones or sinusoidal forms, volumes can be quite reliable (within the limits of the general error calculation).
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